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Dear EcoGirl: Is it really worth the 
effort to vote? Also, do you have any 
recommendations for the upcoming 
election? Signed, On the Sidelines
Dear Sidelines: Thank you for your 
great questions. Yes, I’m passionate 
about the importance of voting, so 
I’m delighted to address the common 
reasons people don’t vote. I’ll also  
discuss the vital eco-issue on this 
year’s ballot.

Answering the anti-voting 
arguments
1) Argument: “The government has 
nothing to do with my life. I have 
to take care of my survival and  
family.”
Response: It’s absolutely reasonable 
to take care of our personal well-be-
ing. We can often forget, though, that 
our well-being depends on the shared  
societal structures that determine 
which jobs are available, how safe our 
towns are, the health of our products, 
and the freedom we have to create the 
lives we desire. 
The purpose of government is to  
address these collective needs, doing 
together what we can’t do alone. That’s 
why past generations shaped the 
structures we have today, as imperfect 
as they might be. But when we don’t 
constructively participate in govern-
ment, we squander these opportuni-
ties, hand our power over to others, 
leave our shared needs unaddressed, 
and become collectively more vulner-
able to con men and brutes.
2) Argument:  “Voting doesn’t  
matter. I had high hopes for President 
Obama, but he’s no different than the 
others.”
Response: I value big dreams, but I 
think that the inflated expectations for 
Obama only set us up for disappoint-
ment. As (SCG editor) Vesta said to 
me, “He told us he couldn’t walk on 
water.” 
So if we assess Obama by more  
realistic standards, and recognize his 
need to balance many viewpoints, 

his positive progress becomes more 
obvious, including improvements in 
environmental laws and international 
relations. This starkly contrasts with 
the disastrous Republican policies of 
deregulation, handouts to the rich, 
disrespect of other cultures, and  
destruction of liberties. 
3) Argument: “My one vote is too 
small to make a difference.” 
Response: This reminds me of the  
cartoon where a crowd of people all 
say with one shared voice balloon, 
“My vote doesn’t matter.” 
The truth is that our votes do add 
up. That’s why so many people over 
the years have worked so hard to get  
voting rights, standing up to both  
dictators and social norms, and  
immigrating here under perilous  
circumstances. I think that when we 
understand our real power in democ-
racy, we recognize the key role that 
our right to vote plays in forming 
alliances and demanding politicians’ 
attention. 
4) Argument: “All government  
officials are corrupt.”
Response: There’s an old adage that 
we get the government we deserve. 
While it’s convenient to see govern-
ment as a separate entity, the truth is 
that its character is a reflection of our 
actions — and inactions. 
So, yes, corporate money has too much 
influence on our government, but it’s 
often because we’ve abdicated our  
power by not showing up. On the 
other hand, when we do participate, 
better outcomes can occur. In fact, “we 
the people” are the only ones power-
ful enough to stand up to status quo 
interests. 
And the easiest way to have our voice 
heard is by voting. So how do you start? 
Contact your registrar of voters. In  
Sonoma County, it’s at 565-6800 or 
www.sonoma-county.org/regvoter. To 
vote by mail, request a mail-in ballot 
by Oct. 26. 

You can also join groups such as the 
Coffee Party, an option to the Tea Party 
that seeks to respectfully encourage 
government to better reflect our shared 
wishes. See www.coffeepartyusa.com.

Recommendations for this 
election
The most important vote you can make 
this year for an eco-sane future is NO 
on Proposition 23. This deceptively-
named “California Jobs Initiative” 
actually has one goal: to delay and 
essentially repeal AB32, California’s 
landmark bipartisan “Global Warming 
Solutions Act.” 
In addition to derailing our ability to 
meet AB32’s greenhouse gas reduc-
tion targets, the polluter-funded Prop. 
23 would cost us half a million green 
jobs, billions of investment dollars, 
and our global position in one of the 
economy’s few bright spots, clean 
tech. More about Prop. 23 is at www.
stopdirtyenergyprop.com.
Also be sure to vote for candidates 
who oppose Prop. 23, including Jerry 
Brown (for Governor) and Senator 
Barbara Boxer. Their Republican  
opponents are on the wrong side of 
this key decision.
For more specific voting suggestions, 
see your local eco-groups and the  
Progressive Democrats at www.
pdsonoma.org.
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